Year 3 Long Term Plan 2018/19

Autumn 1

Autumn 2
Tribal Tales

Spring 1
Mighty Metals

Project

Scrumdiddlyumptious

WOW

Supermarket Visit or
Pizza Express

Visit from an
Archaeologist

Museum of Science
and Industry

English

 Setting description
for the chocolate
room
 Willy
Wonka/Charlie
Bucket character
description
 Instructions for
making a pizza
 Persuasive piece of
writing – Gusteaus
restaurant
 Poetry – writing a
variety of different
forms (see file for
ideas)

Stone age nonchronological report
 Descriptions of the
settings linked to
Stone Age images
from non-fiction
books
 Persuasive letter
based on The
Croods.

 Narrative based on
the Iron Man
 Thank you letter to
the Iron man
 Simile poem about
the fiend
 Email about the
attack
 Non Chronological
Report about
different sorts of
metals etc.

Science

Nutrition

Light

Forces and magnets

Computing

Online safety

Coding

Typing/email

D&T

Designing and making
their own chocolate
bar and packaging

History

Geography

Virtual Reality (VR)
experience –
volcanoes
 Volcano description
 Shape poem
 Firework makers
daughter letter
 Simple newspaper
account of the day
Vesuvius
 Firework makers
daughter diary
account
 Non chronological
report about rocks

 Types of settlement
and land use and
trade links

Summer 1
Gods and Mortals

Summer 2
Predator

Ancient Greek themed
drama day

Blackpool Zoo

 Descriptions of
mythical settings
after watching
films/reading stories
 Narrative based on
Pandora’s Box
 Pupils create their
own Greek myth
after collecting all
the key features of a
myth

 Persuasive discussion
trying to save
yourself from being
eaten by a predator
 Narrative with a
Dilemma – surviving
a predator attack
 Description of an
imaginary
underwater creature

Rocks and Soil

Plants

Spreadsheet

Branching/simulations

Animals including
humans
Graphing

Junk modelling a
friend for the Iron
Man
Stone age and Iron
Age

 Where does our
food come from?
 Fair trade

Spring 2
Tremors

Clay Greek vase

Ancient Rome –
Pompeii

Ancient Greece

 Location of
volcanos around

Similarities and
differences of a
region in the UK

 Journey of a
banana

Art

Music
R.E

PSHE
British Values

Sketching-fruit

 Topographical
features of land

Stone age cave
paintings

Singing, rhythm &
Singing, rhythm &
pitch
pitch
What does it mean to be a Christian in Britain
today?
Democracy-Electing
school councillors
Rule of LawClass/School rules.

Sculpture
(David Smith)
Singing, pulse &
ostinato
Why is the bible so
important for
Christians today?

the world – ring of
fire
 Physical –
formation of
volcanoes and
earthquakes
Volcano art

Singing, pulse &
ostinato
What do different
people believe about
God?
Mutual respect

and European
country.

Sketching designs
linked to DT

Painting linked to DT

Singing & 4-beat
rhythm patterns
Why do people pray?

Singing & 4-beat
rhythm patterns
Why are festivals
important to religious
communities?
Tolerance

